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Summary and~uturesco

The importance of atmospheric boundnry layer (ABL) in undcrslrndi~~g
the weatha and
climate, dispersion of pollutants and interaction between the Earth's surface and atmosphen is
becoming increasingly recognized. TIN processes that occur in ABL affect ow lives d k t l y
through the dispersion of pollulion or indirectly via its influcnce on the weather. Tho proccss~s
and factors that govern the ABL are highly variable and in turn cn~endercomplex
spatiotemporal variations of ABL. As a result, the ABL exhibits a variety of variabilities, statting
from micro-scale motions (turbulcnce) to diurnal and to seasonal variations. To understand these
variabilities thoroughly, it is necessary to quantify thcsc variations and also invcstigatc the
physical processes responsible for such variations. Thcrcforc, an attcmpt has bccn made to
understand the differences in the char~ctcristicsof the ABL between wet n~rddry spells of the
Indian summer monsoon and an inland and a coastal shtion. Furtlrcr, thc aflemoon transition a d
turbulence structure around the sunset havc bccn studied using a unique data sct, comprising that
of'instrumented n~eteorologicaltowers and UliF wind prolilcrs. The station data arc rugmentad
by IMDs gridded rainfall data set and global reanalysis mctcorological fields. Thc important

results obtained from this study are summarized below.
7.1. Characteristics of the ABL between wet and dry spells of the Indian rummtr monsoon

The rainfall during the Indian summer monsoon occurs in sporadic spells (known as wet
spells/episodes) separated by lulls (known as break spclldcpisodcs). During thcsc cpisodcs, the
circulation patterns, soil condition and synoptic forcing would be diffcrmt. It is not clear how the
ABL, particularly the height and evolution, varies with differing soil conditions and circulrtion
patterns. These issues have been investigated in Chapter 3.
I . Does the evolution of ABL is same during wet and dry episodes ofthe monsoon? vnot, which
physical mechanismlparame!er is responsiblefor the observed r)atiarions?

Large differences are noted in the ABL height and its evolution between thc cpisodea. The
noon-afternoon ABL is found to be shallower during the wet episode than during the dry
episode by 500-1000 m. It is also noted that the growth of the ABL is delayed by 2-4 h durine
the wet episode. Further, the growth of ABL is continued till evening during the dry episode,
whthe ABL collapses after 14-15 LT during Ihc wet c p i d c . The shallow and delayed

ABL growtb during the w a episode is mainly due to the weak buoyancy flu. Hipbcr
abundance of soil moisture (particularly in the topmost layers) during the wet cpisodc than
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during dry episode partitions most of the net radiation into latent hcat flux, leaving only a
small part of radiation for sensible heat flux to drive convection and ABL growth.
2. Does LU changes eirher in nragnituiie or heiglrt in difiwnt ,~lwllsyfthc motuoon? HOWthe

amplilude of the diurtral cycle of LW changes hehwrf dflermt spells 4th~
monsaon?

The magnitude, diurnal a~nplitudeand to some cxtent direction (ptulicularly during night) of
LLJ do vary between the episodes. The LW is stronger during the dry cpisode than in wet

episode. Relatively weaker winds during the wet cpisodc are attributed lo thc migrotion of thc
1.W to south of India from its nlcan position of IS0 N (Jmeph and Sijihcmar, 2004) A large

diurnal wind variability is noted in both episodes, but it is more pronounced during tho dry
episode, The LW seen at 1.5 km during the early morning, shifts progressively higher with
time until afternoon, when it reforms at a lower altitudc 8 t h the collapsc of ABL, Thc LW
@, therefore, follows the ABL evolution and appears as if it caps the ABL.
7.2. Chnracteristics of the afternoon transition (AT) over a rural inland station

Though day-time highly convective and night-time stablc ABL havc been studied
extensively, the transiticns From convective to stablc during the cvcning and back to convective
in the morning wcre not documented properly. l'hcrcforc, the transilory nature of the ABL few
llours before and after the timc of sunset over Gadanki has been studied extensively in Chaptcr 4.

I . Which state variablefirst idenlilies the afirrrootr trurtsition?
Among the surface state variables, thc signature of transition is first scen in dmand T data,
both of which start decreasing monotonically -100 min prior to the timc of sunset. Thc r
increase is the last signature of transition, while rhc reversal of A T variation from positive to
negative falls in between these extremes. Alofl, both SNR and o identify the start of the AT at
the same time, 120-160 min prior to the time of sunset, depending on the height considetad.
2. Which slate variable is bestlor the identijicalion of AT?

Among all state variables, the decrease in temperature at the surface and SNR alott are
strikingly apparent in all case studies, which makes them ideal for identifying the start time of
thc AT. Furthermore, the distributions of Trans2nd

for T and SNR an somewhat consistent

narrower than that for other state variables. Although several carlicr studies employad

reversal of sign in surfwe heat flux as a criterion for transition (bthon et a/., 2014, and
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references therein), it is now well known that such a reversal docs not always occur during the
transition (Busse and Kntcpp, 2012). The formation of an inversion dcpcnds on several other
factors and therefore the formation of inversion alone connot be u s 4 to define the transition.
A few studies used deceleration of low-level wind as a criterion for ide~ltifyingthe transition

(Mahrt, 1981). The above criterion works well in the lower portion of ABL, but fails abovc

!he nocturnal boundary layer, where the wind accelerates in thc frictionless fluid. Thenfore, T
at the surface and SNR a100 can be used to identify the start tinlc of the transition, as also
suggested by Edwarak et a/. (2006).
3. Does the start rime of AT exhibits any seaso~tal~wriation?

The start time of the transition as dcfincd by difkrcnt statc variables shows some scasonal
variation, with late transitions during thc northeast monsoon season. Though there is somc
seasonal variation in the start time of the AT relalive to sunset tinlc, thc order in which the
signature of the AT is seen in different state variables (first in T,and dws followed by T and r )
remained nearly the same in all seasons.
4. Does the AT vary with height? Ifso, which physical mechanism is respon.cih/efor the ob.renrd

height variation in the start time of transition?

Interestingly, the start time of the AT exhibits a clear hcight dcpendency; isen,thc signatun of
the transition is seen first in protiler attributes (-160 min) followed by sodar attributes (-1 20
min) and finally in surface state variables (-100 min), suggesting that the transition follows a
top-to-bottom evolution (Angevine, 2008). Thc fact that the first signatures of the transition
are seen at higher altitudes by profilcr/sodars than at thc surface suggests that forces other
than the buoyancy could also play an important role during the transition. With continuous
waning of sensible heat flux (and surface forcing) during the AT, both the vertical extent and

the strength of thermals decrease steadily, triggering the descent of the ABL or the b-ansition,
However, the surface heating is good enough to maintain the state variables and delay the
decrease in T and dws(considered to be the signatures of the transition), The entrainment
ratio increases considerably during the morning and evening transitional periods, primarily
due to the weak sensible heat flux. Therefore, the entrainment flux appears to be playing a
major role during the transition period (and in the night) during which thc sensiblc heat flux
continuously weakens.
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73.Nature and origin of the Post-Sunset Turbulence (PST)
The nocturnal boundary layer is known to be stabla with occasional weak and sporadic
turbulence due lo dynamic instability and density current. It is known from earlier studies in midlatitudes that meso-scale circulations could trigger turbulence around b e sunset. Do such
turbulence episodes exist in the tropics? If so, what is the nature and source of such turbulcncc?
For the first time, an attempt has been made to address several key questions regarding PSTs:
thcir occurrence, start time and duration statistics and their dcpcndcncy on hcight and season.
I . How often tttrbrrlence episodes (enhanced turhuler~ce)ocotr during the NBL? Docs PSTocrurs
at all altitudes within the ABL or has any prefirenriul heigh!(s)?

PST episodes arc not rarc, rathcr prescnt in ncarly 40-60% of observations, indicating that
there is a possibility for the occurrence of PST once in two fair wcathcr nights. The
'occurrence shows height dependency with rclativcly higher occurrence at higher altitudes
(60% in the height region 900-1500 m and -SO% in thc hcight rcgion of 300-600 m) and

lower occurrence at the surface (-38%).
2. At what time, the PSTstarts and how long it persists?

The PSTs are first observed at the surface and then in sodar data and finally in radar data,
indicating that it follows bottom-to-top evolution. On average, the PST-

occur -I h 10 min

after the time of sunset at the surface, -1 h 40 min afla the timc of sunset in height region of
300-450 m and -2 h 10 min afler the time of sunset in Ihc hcight rcgion of 900-1500 m. Thc
distribution of PST,,

is narrow for o (900-1500 m), indicating the consietency in thc start

time of PST, whereas the distribution is wider in the height rcgion of 300-450 m. The PST is
not an instantaneous process; once occurs, persists for some time. The persistency varies h
r
n
few minutes to several hours and also show height dependency. On average, PSTs peraiet for
-2 h at the surface-600 rn and -3 h at higher altitudes ((2900 m). It m c m , the PSTs L v e a
tilted plume structure.
3. Is there any seasonal variation in the occurrence, in the start lime of PST and In the
persistency?

The occurrence shows seasonal dependency with higher occuncncc in summer at all levels.
The feature of higher occurrence of PSTs at higher altitudes is seen in all seesons. The
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occurrence statistics suggest that hot and dry (cool and mois~)conditions arc most favourable
(detrimental) for the occurrence of PSTs. At the surface, distribution of P S T m ~is n m w ,
indicating that the start time of PST is nearly the sa~nc.But PSTvariation with early PST,,
PST-

shows some seasonal

during warm seasons (60 min after the sunsct) and little late

during cold season (70 min aRer the sunset). In the height region of 300-450 m,

PSTsW, is -1 h 30 min after the sunset, but h e distribution is much wider compared to that of
at the surface. PST duration is shorter in southwar monsoon season (-I h 40 min, I h 50 min,

-

3 h 10 min) than in other seasons (-2 h, 2 h 10 min, 3-5 h) at all hcights (surface, sodar 300
m, radar - 900 m, respectively).
4. What is the sourcefor the observed PST?
Mechanisms that could explain this uncxpcctcd behavior of ABL in the absence of solar
dorcing is primarily associated with backgroulld conditions. Temperature is higher during the
post sunset turbulence day than on o normal day by 4-5 "C.Not much variation is s e n in the
mixing ratio before the initiation of turbulence, but it increases by 14% after the initiation of
turbulence. Both wind speed and wind variance increases considerably just at the time of
initiation of turbulence. Sudden increase in mixing ratio indicatcs incursion of moisture
(strong turbulence reduces the mixing ratio). Although wind direction varies dwing thc
transition, but it's variation is nearly similar on p s t sunset turbulcnt day and nonnal day,
7.4. Inland ABL vs. Coastal ABL
Apart from surface forcing, the BLH and its evolution dcpnds on several factors, l i b

meso-scale circulations (landtsea breezes and valleylslopc winds) and cnlrainmcnl from the top
of ABL, etc. One would, therefore, expect the characteristics of coaslal ABL to bo diffecnt from
that of an inland ABL. This study tries to understand the similarities and differences in the
characteristicsof ABL over coastal and inland stations.

I. How diJerent is the evolution 01
ABL over the two observational sites (Iand and coastal)?
What are the physical mechanisms that alter the evolution al these two sites?
The mcan ABL height is lower over the coastal station (-1.65 km) lhan o v a inland station
(-1.95 km) throughout the day. The ABL is no1 only shallower at coastal station but its rapid
growth is delayed by 1-2 h. The diurnal variation of ABL is quite pronounced at both
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stations. Relatively, the diurnal rangr: of ABL height is small over the coastal slation. The
time at which ABL reaches its maximum height in a day is different at d i f f m t slalions, Lo.,
1.95 krn at 14 LT over an inland slation and 1.65 km at 12 LT over a coastal station, Thc
ABL height difference between the slations is largcst during tho anmoon period, niaitrly due
to the difference in the growth of ABL height and the dclay in the collapse timc of ABL over
these stations. The shallow and delayed ABL growth over the coastal stntion is mainly due to
the weak sensible heat flugoverned by abundant soil moisture. Abundance of soil-moistum
(nearly 2.5 times higher at the coastal station than at inland station) at thc coastal station
converts most of the net radiation into latent lrcat flux, ratlwr than sensiblc hcat flux and
thereby reducing the height of the ABL and also dclays the rapid growth of ABL.
l a g e r SNR and snlaller spectral width valucs arc seen during thc noon (1 1-13 LT), when
thermals are vcry active and ABL rcachcs its maximum hcight, at coastal slation than at
inland station. It is somewhat surprising given that thc inland region is charac~crizcdby
strong winds and turbulence, one would cxpcct high SNR ovcr inland station. Possibly, thc
prevalence of humid air (Mohan and Rao, 2012) and humidity gradients, important for radar
backscatter in the ABL, over the coastal region might havc enhnncod lhc SNR,
2. What is lhe impact ofsea-breeze circula~ionon the observed ABL charactcristh ovcr a
coastal station?

The ABL variation and its evolution diffcr complctcly from that depicted in Figure 6,2 on
strong sea-breeze days. AAer the intrusion of' sea-breeze, discerning ABL hcight and other
characteristics becomes difficult. Strong sce-breezes were obscrvcd on some days during the
campaign period, mostly in the early period of the campaign. Strong see-breeze occurs due to
the differential heating between the sea and land. Since 95% of the campaign falls in postmonsoon and winter seasons, such largc differential hating (and strong sea-breezes) does
not exist. Moreover, it is easy to discern the sea-breeze during the monsoon season, because
both synoptic monsoon flow (westerly) and sea-brccze (easterly) flow are in opposite
direction.
3. How diflerent are aj?ernoon transitions over coastal and inland statloru?

On average, the signature of the AT is identified by SNR and a are at the same time, 120-160

min prior to the time of sunset (at different levels) over the inland station, but this s i g n a m
133
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of the AT is delayed by nearly 20-30 ~nin(150.180 min prior to the timc of sunset) a! [he
coastal station. The top-to-bottom cvolution of the start timc of AT observcd at (iadanki
(Chapter 4) appears to be a common feature at all the stations, as it seen even a1 the ccursral
station (Kalpakkam).
4, Does PST occur over a coastal srarion? Ifso, how d@erenl it is/rorr, /ha( ofawr an inland
station?

The PSTs arc omniprcsent over both stations with an occurrcncc of 50%. Also, thc
occurrence sl~owshcight dependency with highcr occurrcncc at highcr altitudes at both
stations. The occurrence of PST is relatively higher at inland station than at coastal station at
all chosen levels. The start timc of PST sllows a hcight variation with progrcssivc delay with
altitude, following bottom-to-top cvolution. The duration of PST is found to inctcase with
*altitude at both the stations. The start time of PST is dclaycd ovcr inland station by 15-20
min. at all heights. Though the duration of PST is nearly equal at inland and coastal stnlions,
but the day-to-day variability is quite large ovcr inland station cornparod to that of coastal
station. Though larger values of SNR arc observed at the coastal station during thc day timc
(Figure 6.3), the SNR is nearly equal during thc PST pcriod over the two stations. In contrad,
the turbulence intensity is stronger over inland station than ovcr coastal station at all hcights,
7.5, Future scope

The investigations carried out in the present study not only yielded many intcrcsting
results, but also raised many scientific questions, which can be taken up as a future work. The
results presented in this thesis stimulate multitude of studies as discussed below,
During the afternoon transition a delay exists bctwcen thc instant when the buoyancy flux
goes to zero and the time when the local gradient of thc virtual potential tempcratura
indicates a sign change. We need to quantify thc delay in diflcrent seasons and sihuitions
(clear sky, cloudy sky, convection day, strong and weak synoptic forcing, etc.) and
understand which process causes this dclayl

The study conducted here on revealed sevml intriguing characteristics of eAemoon
transition, like top-to-bottom evolution, the role of entrainment, dc., Given the rote of the
morning vansition in the evolution of day-lime ABL, there is a need to undmand the
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behavior of morning transition from the surface to the top of ABL using tower, sodar and

WPR measurements.
Though it is clear that warm and dry conditions favour the occurrence of PSTs, it is not clear
which mechanism is exactly mponsible for the occurrence of PST. The local katabatic flow
can cause, but the wind direction on days with and without b c PSTs do not change much.
indicating that it along may not be responsible. It warrants a detailed study fwthcr to identif)
the source of PSTs.

The intriguing observations found in the present study needs to modclcd. As a first step, thc
advanced meso-scale models, like WRF,needs to be used to check whether or not the model
is able to reproduce the observations, like the occurrence of PSI', lop-lo-bottom evolution of
evening transition, delayed growth in ARL during wct spells and ovct conslal stations, by
experimenting with all parameterization schemes.

